Josephine County Democratic Committee
PO Box 2007
Grants Pass, OR 97528
March 2L,2019
Dear Governor Brown,
As Oregon Democrats, we are very concerned about climate change and environmental

degradation. That's why those of us in the path of the proposed 229 mile Pacific Connector
Pipeline, from Malin to Coos Bay, urge you to oppose the project as strongly as we do.
Josephine County Democrats Environmental Action Committee members studied this issue and

attended open comment sessions to listen to people's concerns. Ovenrtrhelmingly, the liquefied
natural gas pipeline (LNG) is opposed by a majority of those living in the impact area. These are
people who worry about their drinking water, the impacts of construction on our forests and
streams, impacts on tribal lands, the effect on dwindling populations of salmon and steelhead,

degradation of shellfish habitat and the loss of valuable, productive private property through
eminent domain.
Nothing about this project improves anything but a Canadian corporation's bank account.
Oregon gets little from this project but destruction, from the pipeline's genesis in Malin, across

our forests and 400 waterways, to the beautiful Coos Bay, where big dredging projects for the
Jordon Cove Export Terminal and preparation for deep-hulled ships would threaten the crab and
oyster businesses there.
Those of us living along the Rogue River are also worried about the impact of thls project on our

drinking water, riparian habitat, salmon and steelhead fishing and the safety of those with
businesses or homes near the pipeline. This pipeline is 35-inches in diameter and will carry a

highly pressurized product, so the potential for disaster is great.
Developers promise jobs with this project, but experience tells us most jobs will go to people

from out of state who will leave when it's done. The price of natural gas here may even rise as the

pipeline will facilitate the export of our North American natural resources to Asia. The corporation
proposing this has not provided adequate mitigation for the inevitable destruction created by its project,

while the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission lists pages of negative impacts.
The Pacific Connector Pipeline goes against Oregon's climate change strategies and

environmental preservation philosophy. Thafs why we ask you to come out with a strong stand
against it as the antithesis of Oregon's clean energy conversion goals and the Clean Energy Jobs
Bill proposed in the Legislature.

Thank You,
Josephine County Democratic Party

Chair Brian Clark
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